
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

from the others.  

1.  

A. outfit  

B. flavour  

C. blouse  

D. trouser 

2.  

A. zither  

B. southern  

C. synthetic  

D. furthest 

II. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.  

3.   

A. durian  

B. popular  

C. activist  

D. develop 

4.  

A. comfortable  

B. ordinary  

C. superior  

D. terrifying 

II. Choose the correct answers. 
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5. I thought this Pokémon game app was free, but ______ they charged me $10 for 

installation.   

A. apparently  

B. obviously  

C. generally  

D. amazingly 

6. Gucci ______ flared trousers in their last fashion show in Milan.  

A. invented  

B. presented  

C. expressed  

D. produced 

7. She made a ______ drink using a banana, orange juice, milk and frozen blueberries.   

A. delicious  

B. very delicious  

C. absolutely delicious  

D. extremely delicious 

8. Does your teenage daughter spend much money ______ clothes? 

A. in  

B. on  

C. for  

D. X 

9. I went to a coffee shop to order a latte. People ______ so loudly there.  

A. were chatting  

B. are chatting  

C. chatted  

D. have chatted 

10. There didn’t use to be a museum there. When ______ it ______? 

A. did / open  

B. used to / open  

C. would / open  



 

 

D. was / opening 

III. Give the correct forms of the verbs.  

11. Look! The boys (play) __________ with the neighbour’s dog. 

12.  When Dave (arrive) ________ , his mum (make) ________ the dinner.  

13. _______ you (ever / be) __________ to Seoul before?  

14. Can you stop singing? I (have) ________ an online meeting.  

15. James (cry) ________ because I ate all the chocolate. 

16. They (go) _________ to the cinema twice a month.  

17. There (be) ________ no one home when I (arrive) _______ last night. 

18. _______ you (cook) ________? I smell something. 

19. Jia (just / clean) ________ the house, so she (be) _______ exhausted now.  

20. My brother (work) _________ out every day at the gym in order to build his body well. 

IV. Supply the correct form of the word given in each sentence. 

21. She is always very __________ when handling fragile objects. (CARE) 

22. Super smellers are people who have a(n) _______ sense of smell, compared to the average 

person. (ORDINARY) 

23. Skorts were out of fashion for many years, but now they're making a _______. (COME) 

24. Dior _______ is a French fragrance boutique offering unique perfumes and personalized 

consultations. (PERFUME)  

25. It is a __________ rule that one should always wear a seatbelt while driving. 

(GENERALLY) 

V. Read. Choose the correct answers.  

It is not easy to work in the fragrance industry. Perfumers need an extraordinary sense of smell 

and a solid knowledge of chemistry, in addition to completing specialist studies in perfumery. 

Normally, it takes ten years of studies and training to be recruited a professional perfumer.  

Some consider perfumers as experts in chemistry and gas chromatography. In fact, they must 

be able to analyze chemical substances that form the additives in the fragrance and make 

detailed analysis of aromatic chemicals, as well as perform physical tests. At higher levels, 

they also take quality control measures and get involved in the preparation of a fragrance to 

make sure that the manufacturing process conforms to safety standards. 



 

 

As any other jobs, a perfumer may encounter challenges at work. It may be the problem of low 

engagement. Consumers do not engage in the perfume industry as much as they used to, 

because many brands focus on producing commonplace fragrances in large quantities. This 

results in the same products from different brands, or market saturation. As a result, perfumers 

are required to work harder to create their brands’ signature fragrances. 

Becoming a perfumer is a career choice. It thrusts you into an incredible world of unexpected, 

original and timeless scents. It also gives you a chance to let your creativity and imagination 

run wild as you develop fragrances that may become global success. 

True/False Questions: 

26. Professional perfumers need natural talents and certain knowledge. 

A. True B. False 

27. Becoming a perfumer is not a long process. 

A. True B. False 

28. Many brands are now mass-producing their unique perfumes. 

A. True B. False 

Choose the correct answer to each question: 

29. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

A. The most popular perfume brands  

B. How to create a perfume 

C. Creativity  

D. Perfumer job 

30. Which job does a perfumer NOT participate in? 

A. performing physical tests  

B. taking quality control measures 

C. analyze chemical substances  

D. prepare safety standards 

 

-----THE END----- 



 

 

 


